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Abstract: A novel type of Extensive Air Shower (EAS) array is proposed and briefly described. It is shown that recent
experimental data in the knee region contradict each other and new approaches to the so called “knee problem” are needed
to solve this complicated and old problem. The PRISMA project is based on an idea that the main EAS component -
hadrons have to be measured first of all. Special detectors have been developed for this purpose. It is proposed to combine
the central part of the PRISMA array with the LHAASO project array.
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1 Introduction

Very few experiments were specially designed to solve the
50 years old “knee problem” in cosmic rays. The best of
them, namely, KASCADE and Tibet ASγ gave very precise
and interesting but contradicting each other results [1] and
they did not solve the problem. It became even less clear:
KASCADE concluded that the knee in EAS size spectrum
is connected with proton primaries while the conclusion
of Tibet AS experiment was: ”Our results show that the
main component responsible for the knee structure of the
all particle spectrum is heavier than helium nuclei”. On
my opinion only new approaches based on the new ideas
could solve this complicated and old problem. The idea
of a novel type of array for EAS study proposed by us
for the first time in 2001 [2] has been developed in 2008
to the PRISMA (PRImary Spectrum Measurement Array)
project. It is based on a simple idea: as the hadrons are
the main EAS component forming its skeleton and result-
ing in all its properties at an observational level [3], then
hadron component should also be the main component to
be measured in experiments. Therefore, we have developed
a novel type of EAS array detector (en − detector ) capa-
ble to record hadronic component through thermal neutrons
detection (n) and electronic component (e) as well [4, 5].
The detector looks like a usual EAS detector but with a
specific thin inorganic scintillator sensitive to thermal neu-
trons and having low sensitivity to charged particles. A thin
layer of scintillator (30mg/cm2) consists of an alloy of the
mixture of the old inorganic scintillator ZnS(Ag) plus LiF
enriched with 6Li up to 90%. Due to latter, the efficiency
for thermal neutron detection is equal to ∼ 20%. Spread-
ing these detectors over a large area on the Earth’s surface

one could obtain an hadron calorimeter of practically un-
limited area. Due to rather fast response of the scintillator
(the fastest light component is equal to ∼ 40 ns) these de-
tectors equipped with constant fraction discriminators can
even be used for EAS timing.

2 The PRISMA project

2.1 Introducing remarks

As it was already mentioned, the PRISMA experiment is
aimed to solve the “knee problem” in cosmic ray spec-
trum. The best way to do so could be direct cosmic ray
spectrum measurements. Unfortunately, it can not be per-
formed due to very low intensity of cosmic ray with energy
above 1 PeV. That is why we are pressed to use an indi-
rect EAS method. But, as a payment for that, one have
to make very complicated and model dependent recalcula-
tions from measured parameters to primary ones. Solving
the inverse task one should be sure that: i) solution exists
and ii) measured parameters are connected with real ones
by the known dependencies. Both points are not known a
priori. Solving the direct task one also have to introduce
many parameters by hand, concerning the using model de-
tails, cosmic ray mass composition, existence or absence
of the “knee” in primary spectrum etc. [6]. Traditionally
EAS arrays measure electron component first of all. This is
not the best choice but the simplest one and the most con-
venient one because the electronic component is the most
numerous one and it produces a great bulk of ionization,
which is used for detection. However, it is the secondary
EAS component that is the mostly sensitive to EAS longi-
tudinal development which is formed by the cascading high
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energy hadrons. These two components are in a dynamic
equilibrium. But, the equilibrium exists only while hadrons
exist. When the cascading hadrons are fully exhausted
(note that the number of such hadrons is rather small be-
low the maximum of shower development and exponen-
tially decreases up to 0 with the depth in the atmosphere),
the equilibrium violation occurs. This occurs at primary
energy of ∼100 TeV/nucleon. It changes the EAS prop-
erties dramatically and results in a visible break (“knee”)
in electromagnetic components (including Cherenkov light
as a tertiary component) [6, 7]. Interpretation of the data
obtained with traditional EAS array is very complicated
and ambiguous. Therefore, the best way is to record the
primary EAS component, namely hadronic one. Special
detectors are needed for this and we have developed it (en-
detector). Sure, other components should be record as well
but, mostly for additional and inter-calibrating purposes.
The PRISMA experiment will realize this approach. Simi-
lar to a simple optical prism which splits white light to its
components, the PRISMA will measure EAS in hadronic,
muonic and electronic components separately. Separate
triggers for each component are foreseen for this purpose.
Due to exponential attenuation of hadrons in the atmo-
sphere, the higher is array altitude, the better. That is why
high altitude site has been seeking for the project location.
The best location could be the Yangbajing highland plateau
in Tibet (China) where the LHAASO project is now under
developing [8].

2.2 Prototypes

To ensure that proposed idea works properly we con-
structed 3 prototype arrays: one at mountain level (“Mul-
tic”, Baksan) and another one at sea level (“Neutron”,
Moscow). Both prototypes consisted of 4 similar en-
detectors. Detectors of “Multic” prototype are of 0.375
m2 and that of “Neutron” prototype are of 0.75 m2 each.
Detector lay-outs are also different (details could be found
elsewhere [9, 10, 11]). The third prototype named Proto-
Prisma is running in Moscow (MEPhI) now. It consists of
16 en-detectors (see poster ID 1136). Only some results ob-
tained with the 2 first prototypes, being in fact the smallest
sell of the PRISMA array, will be discussed here. Ther-
mal neutron EAS component (“neutron vapor”) could give
us very interesting information that has never been used in
practice before. As it was shown [9] these neutrons accom-
panying EAS may be of two sources: first one is the atmo-
sphere (atmospheric neutrons) and next one is ground or
soil under the array (local neutrons). These neutrons have
different time distribution due to to different life time in dif-
ferent media. Life time of thermal neutrons in soil or con-
crete or other usual constructed materials (excluding wood)
is equal to ∼1 ms, while that in air depends on altitude and
is equal to≥50 ms, in accordance with thermal neutron ab-
sorption cross sections. These two kinds of neutrons carry
absolutely different information about EAS structure and
they can be separated experimentally. Experimental time

distributions (per event) obtained with the “Neutron” proto-
type [9, 11, 12] are shown in Fig.1 for various triggers M1,
M2 and M3 (2, 3, and 4-fold coincidence) along with two-
exponential fit curve. The difference between τ1 and τ2 is
not as large as expected one but it is enough to separate the
local and atmospheric neutrons experimentally. We hope
that outdoor measurements and that made at high altitude
will give better agreements with calculations. It should be

Figure 1: Measured parameters of thermal neutron flux ac-
companying EAS of various size selected by different trig-
gers.

Figure 2: The mean number of recorded neutrons as a func-
tion of trigger power.

emphasized that experimental time distributions could dif-
fer each other being dependent on trigger conditions, on
the array geometry, etc. The higher the shower size, the
more neutrons are detected and different ratio between the
two branches is observed. Sure, the measured time param-
eters depend on the experimental details: on the detector
distance to EAS core position, on the media surrounding
the detector, array altitude etc. Our data were obtained for
arrays situated inside the experimental building and should
differ from that one could measure in open air. Neverthe-
less, the time parameters can be calculated for any detector
location and can be measured experimentally. In our case
we have a difference in time parameters between two arrays
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situated in different buildings at different altitudes, within a
factor of∼ 2. In both cases the EAS time profile in thermal
neutrons is very wide (∼ 20 ms or by a factor of 106 wider
than that for charged particles) and this gives additional ad-
vantage to the method: dynamic range for the number for
neutrons measurement is also very wide. If pulse width is
equal to 1 μs than the dynamic range would be as wide as
∼10000 in one detector.
Fig.2 shows mean number of recorded neutrons per event
as a function of the detectors coincidence multiplicity se-
lected by different triggers (M1, M2, M3 and M4). As can
be seen, starting from M2 (3-fold coincidence) trigger the
number of recorded neutrons rises exponentially with mul-
tiplicity M. Note that the probability to record neutrons is
close to 1 for M3 trigger even at sea level.
Next PRISMA prototype will be constructed next year at
Tibet site at 4300 a. s. l. in the frames of Russian-Chinese
collaboration. It will consist of 7 en-detectors shaped as
regular hexagon with a center and with spacing between
detectors equal to 5 m. Testing and cross-calibration of the
array will be done in 2012 -2013 using the ARGO-YBJ
detector [13].

2.3 The PRISMA lay-out.

Central part of the PRISMA (en-Carpet) will consist of a
large area (at least 100 x 100m2) covered with en-detectors
∼1 m2 each) as a rectangle or hexagonal grid with 5 m
spacing (see fig. 3). This area is enough to obtain ∼ 104

events a year in the “knee” region with cores lies inside it.
For higher energy additional outside en-modules are envis-
aged. These detectors will record hadronic (thermal neu-
trons “vapor”) and electromagnetic components (charged
particles). Note that thin scintillator layer has low but non
zero response to relativistic charged particles. In a case
of EAS when many particles pass synchronically the sig-
nal becomes large enough and can be measured. This is
one of the project advantages because the same detectors
will record two EAS components and will give two density
maps of these components with a rather good resolution.
These maps could be superimposed and compared off-line.
A simulated example of such maps in logarithmic scale is
shown in fig.4 for altitude of 1700 m a.s.l. for EAS caused
by 10 PeV primary proton. Usage of the same detectors
for two purposes makes the project cheaper and more reli-
able. The possibility to enlarge the array later without any
problem is an another project advantage. Additional advan-
tages could be found in [5]. Muons are the next important
EAS component which give an integral EAS characteris-
tics. A number of large area muon detectors are envisaged.
They form an outer ring (shaped as a square) consisting of
1200 individual 1 m2 detectors of the same design as en-
detectors but with usual 5-cm plastic scintillators. Thresh-
old energy for this detectors is equal to 1 GeV (under 500
g/cm2 of soil absorber). The central underground muon
detector design is not still fixed. Probably it could be a
fine-structured track detector of at least 100 m2 in total or

Figure 3: The PRISMA lay-out (top and side view).

Figure 4: Simulated event as it would be seen by PRISMA
in charged particles (top) and in thermal neutrons (bottom).

it could look like a continuous carpet of 20x20 individual 1
m2 detectors. And finally, 4 x 25 such detectors placed on
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the surface at the corners of square with side equal to 100
or 300 m will be used as outer trigger detectors.

Table 1: Main features of the PRISMA array.
primary energy range ∼ 10 TeV - 30 PeV
range of EAS size in neutrons ∼ 106

energy resolution, (%) ∼ 10

angular resolution, (degree) ∼ 1

core location accuracy, (m) < 1

3 Conclusion

The project of a novel type of EAS array is proposed. We
do believe when running this array will solve the “knee”
problem because it will study the main EAS component -
hadrons. Location of this experiment is not fixed yet. It
depends on the collaboration of institutions, which is still
open for other participants. High altitude location is more
preferable. It would be very interesting to locate PRISMA
at the Tibet high mountain plateau and/or combine it with
the LHAASO project [8]. In this case central en-Carpet
could be embedded to 1 sq. Km LHAASO array instead
of (or in addition to) its HD central detectors. Addition of
our en-detectors and thus making it sensitive to hadronic
EAS component could significantly improve the LHAASO
performances for gamma shower selection, for precise cos-
mic ray spectrum and mass composition measurements, for
EAS core location etc. On the other hand, in this case
we’ll need not care about timing, about muon measure-
ments, etc., because LHAASO array will do it with very
high precision.
Our future plan is expanding the running ProtoPRISMA
array upto 32 en-detectors this year. Next prototype of 7
en-detectors will be constructed next year in collaboration
with our Chinese colleagues in Yangbajing just above the
ARGO-YBJ array. It will make us possible to check the
method at high altitude and to make calibration using the
ARGO facilities.
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